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Abstract
Wave-wave coupling in a cold beam-plasma system is studied. The 
coupling constants are computed for various combinations of the beam 
density, collision frequency, and wave frequencies, with the effects of 
linear instability and damping included. The equations of motion for 
the wave amplitudes are solved numerically for several cases of experimental 
interest. These results are compared with general criteria on boundedness 
of solutions, showing agreement in all cases.
1Explosive Instabilities in a Cold Beam-Plasma System 
I. Introduction
In recent years, much attention has been devoted to nonlinear 
wave-wave coupling in plasmas. This research is motivated in part by the 
possibility that wave-wave coupling can play a major role in the saturation 
of instabilities. In addition, the prediction of explosive instabilities 
seems to offer an alternative mechanism for the rapid dissipation of 
coherent wave energy into thermal motion, thereby providing an effective 
heating mechanism.
The simplest wave-coupling process that exhibits explosive 
character is the coupling of three waves which enjoy the resonance conditions
(1)
and
The equations of motion governing the behavior of such a system are derived 
in Part II.
Analytic solutions to these equations have been obtained for a
variety of special cases,^ ^  most of which are too restrictive to be
applied to the real world. For more general conditions, some criteria
/8_inhave been obtained concerning the boundedness of solutions, ' but
even here most of the details are left unknown. Thus one is forced to
solve the problem numerically for almost any situation of physical
. . . (10,12-13)interest.
A good vehicle for the study of wave-wave coupling is the cold
(14)beam-plasma system, defined by the equilibrium electron distribution
= yj, + (JD~0 1 2
k~ = k, + k«.0 1 2
function
2f0e(v) = n0p6(v) + nOb6(v' V -
and n ^  are the plasma and beam electron number densities respectively, 
Vq is the beam velocity, and 6 is the Dirac delta function. The advantages 
of the beam-plasma system are seen by inspection of the linear dispersion 
relation for Langmuir waves, Fig. 1. This dispersion relation has two 
desirable features:
1) The dispersion is nearly acoustic (i,e.. cu = kv^). This acoustic 
property guarantees that both resonance conditions (1) can be 
satisfied simultaneously to a close approximation.
2) There is a strong instability near u) = 0)^ . Experimentally, the 
instability is useful for amplifying waves to measureable levels. 
It also causes some interesting modifications of the nonlinear 
effects.
The theory of wave-wave coupling in this system has been studied 
previously by Raether and T a n a k a . T h e i r  results were obtained using 
real coupling constants in the equations of motion for the wave amplitudes 
(Eq. (14) below). However, it was shown subsequently by Jackson and 
Raether^”^  that the assumption of real coupling constants is incorrect for 
systems with strong instabilities or damping. In this paper we discuss 
three wave coupling in a beam-plasma system where the coupling constants 
are complex, as required by a correct theory.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Part II, the
equations of motion are derived with the correct complex coupling constants. 
Part III gives computations of the coupling constants and numerical solutions 
to the equations of motion for various cases of experimental interest in a
3Figure 1. Dispersion relation for Langmuir waves in a cold beam-plasma 
system. The upper branch is unstable, and the lower branch 
is damped. The curve at the bottom of the figure shows the 
growth rate for the unstable branch. At any given frequency, 
the damping rate for the stable branch is equal and opposite 
to the growth rate.
4beam-plasma system. The results are compared with predictions arising 
from general criteria concerning the boundedness of solutions given by 
Jackson, Part IV summarizes the results and suggests the course of 
future work.
i
II„ Derivation of Equations
The starting point for the derivation of the equations of motion
(18)is the kinetic wave equation
8(ki ’(Ui )'pk1 ,<»1e i ( k ox " V )
+ «(2)(k1. V k2*l#25k3'®3)\ , « 2 ^ , » 3  elt(kl+k2>x-(“ lW,2)t] = 0
(3)
which governs the interaction of three modes (k^,u^), and
satisfy the resonance conditions (2).
The eigenmodes k(w) = k^ - in are defined by
e(k,oo) = 0 .
The assumption that k is complex and ou real means that the waves can 
exhibit growth-or damping in space but not in time.
Equation (3) is now expanded on both sides about ^Q,k^, and k^. 
Replacing k^ in the argument of s by its Fourier transform -id/dx, and 
faking the first non-vanishing term on each side gives
(4)
de / . d \ ikAx7  - 1 7 9  J e 0
8v  dx t w ■V o
+ e(2)(k0,U)0;k1,U)1;k2,U)2)tp ei(kl+k2) x = Q
V  (1) k  (JO *1» 1 2’ 2 (5)
We take explicit account of the linear growth by defining
cp (x) = cp (x) e
k,oo k soor
-HX (6)
6Noting that
dx cp (x) =k,ou
we can write Eq. (5) as
. ( d S ' K) *  ...(x)]
-Hx
k ,«) r
(7)
• Se ( d « I rn -i - -  l—  “ K ) cp
bk Vdx 0 k u>0 rO’ 0
(2 ') ~
+ ;(k0» v ki*®i;k2’‘V  \  vk ,,ri 1 r27
iAkx n 
01. e ■ 0 > (8)
where
Ak = k 1 + k 0 - k _ .  rl r2 rO (9 )
Introducing the electric field E by
Ek ,u> ~ “ lk ^k ,0) » r r ( 10)
we finally arrive at
d_
dx - «o>o = r 2k^ k2 5 e /b k Q
(7 }  ~ ^ rv v*r*- iAky;(k0,u)0;k1,ci)1;k2,cü2)E1E2 e1
(ID
For a cold-beam plasma system with collisions between plasma
( 2 )electrons and ions, e (k,u>;k* ,(Jo' ;k" ,wM) is given by
7(2) _ k'k" _e f
k 2m l
(JO f k . k l  . kHV .. . . • f i
(JO.
CJU ((JD * -h iv  ) (<J0"+iV  )  \(J0+iV (JO1 00"c c c
k + - ^ _  + k"(uo-kvQ) (oo' -k* vQ) ((jo"-kMv0) \U)-kv0 w'-k'vQ u)"-k"v0«
It is convenient at this point to introduce a notation where 
all quantities become dimensionless:
(12)
(JO
= oli K. = k. —i  i  (JOP
§ = x
(JO_£ <y =
(JO
D. = E . -----
l  i .  mv,AuiO P
(13)
v  = (4) a .  =  k . —1 1  (JO
This puts the equation of motion of Dq into the form
d _iAK?
d§ " a0/ °0 T0 D1D2 6
By permuting indices, we also obtain equations of motion for and D2:
(14a)
d \ * -iAKE
d§ ‘ a 1,2/D1,2 “ Tl,2 D0D2,1 e
One must solve the system of equations (14) to discover the spatial
evolution of the interaction.
The coupling constants T . 9 are given byu, 1
(14b)
T q = T(K0,Q();K1,ni;K2,fi2) ,
Tl,2 = T(^ 1,2,Q1,2;^ 0,Q0; “ ^2,l,_fi2,l) *
(15)
8where
T(K,n;K' ,0* ;K" ,0")
f l / a  ( K Kl K^\
^(n'+iv)(nn+iv) ’to+iv fl' i W
(16)
, ________ 1____________  p L -  . K 1 K" Yl
( n -K ) ( f i , - K ' ) ( f i M-K " ) V i-K  Q '-K '  0 " -K M/J .
It is convenient to separate the coupling constants into magnitude and
phase:
-i9
T = V e 0 v0
i©
Tl,2 Vl,2 6
1,2 . (17)
9III. Numerical Computations 
A. Coupling Constants
While the main object of this paper is to examine solutions to 
Eq. (14), it is interesting to first look at the coupling constants 
themselves to see how they depend on various parameters.
There are some symmetry properties to be seen in Eq. (16). One 
has, of course,
T(K0,Q();K1,Q1;K2,n2) = T(K0>Q 0;K2 A ^ K ^ )  . (18)
A convenient way to display the coupling constants is to plot Tq , T^, 
and T2 \ts. 0^, holding Q q fixed. For each point on the graph, then, ^2 
is determined by the resonance condition. When this is done, it is seen 
that Tq is symmetric about = 0^/2.
In addition, the resonance conditions require that
T O c ^ ^ o ^ - K ^ - c y  = T(K0-K2>fi0-n2;K0>n 0;-K2,-n2). (19)
If two complementary points on the £1^  axis are selected, say and 
Eq. (19) states that
T 1(Q1 = °A} = T2(Q2 = Q 0 " °A} ’ (20)
Thus the point (P^,T2) is the same as the point (fi^,T^) reflected about the 
line = 0q/2, and there are really only two independent coupling ; i 
constants, T^ and T^. It would be redundant to plot T2 as well.
Figures 2-9 show how the coupling constants depend on frequencies
-5and dispersion branches for ce = 5x10 and v = .05. These values of & and v
\
are chosen because they represent experimentally realizable conditions.
There are two distinct cases shown, based on Raether and Tanaka's work with
lo
g 
(v
0)
10
V vs_. 0 for 
•  =  5 X  I C f 5 ,
n = nQ/2.
the decay case, with Oq as a parameter.
V = .05. The curves are symmetric about
Figure 2.
11
Figure 3. 0q v s _. ^  for the decay case, with as a parameter.
12
Figure 4. vs. 0 for the decay case, with as a parameter.
V9 vs.- 0 can be obtained by reflecting the curve about
13
Figure 5. 0^ vs. 0^ for the decay case, with as a parameter.
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Figure 6 V0 22- for the explosive case, with as a parameter
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Figure 9. 9^ vs for the explosive case, with as a parameter.
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real coupling constants. Their analysis predicted that modes having the 
values Sq = = -1 would result in a decay instability, while
Sq = 1, = -1 would result in an explosive instability.^
Figure 1 shows that the beam-plasma system has two dispersion branches, 
one unstable and one damped. In our notation, = 1 denotes a damped
wave, and S. * -1 denotes an unstable wave. These values were previously 
used to designate positive and negative energy waves respectively. We 
retain them as indices, but it should be noted that for complex values of 
UP and k, there is no clear distinction between positive and negative energy 
waves. The two combinations of modes given above will be referred to here 
as "decay" and "explosive" respectively, despite the fact that these terms 
also lose their meanings when and k are complex.
To get the interaction started, it is necessary to launch at 
least two waves at x = 0. In practice, one launches waves by premodulating 
the beam, then allowing the linear instability to amplify the waves to 
measurable levels. The launched waves must therefore be on the unstable 
branch in the neighborhood o f  0 — 1. These considerations narrow the 
range of accessible frequencies. For decay instabilities, a convenient 
choice is ~ Q^ ~ 1 and = ^  <<: ^• For explosive instabilities,
^i ~ C^2 — 1 and — 2 is the indicated choice.
Figures 2-5 show Vq , 0^, and 0^ vs. for the decay inter­
action. The parameter is varied between .5 and 1.5. Figures 6-9 
show the same quantities for the explosive interaction. Here is varied
between 1.5 and 2.5.
Figures 10-17 show typical behavior of the coupling constants 
when the beam density O' is changed, O q is chosen to be the most unstable
log
 (
v0
)
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Figure 10. V vs. 0, for the 0 —  1
Qq is at the most
decay case, with a as a parameter, 
unstable mode, v = .05.
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Figure 11. 0q vs_. ^  for the decay case, with O' as a parameter.
i
Figure 12 Vx vs. for the decay case, with Of as a parameter.
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Figure 13. 9^ vs. for the decay case, with Oi as a parameter.
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Figure 14. v0 a - for the explosive case, with a as a parameter.
j
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Figure 15, vs. 0. for the explosive case, with O' as a parameter.
25
Figure 16. v£. for the explosive case, with Oi as a parameter.
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for the explosive case, with oi as a parameter.Figure 17.
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mode, given by (17)
Q = 1 -max 2-3 ( 21)
Vq and decrease with increasing O', while 0^ and 0  ^ show practically no 
change. Figures 18-25 show the effect of changing the collision 
frequency v. In this case, there is considerable shifting of the phase 
angles as well as the decrease in and with increasing v.
B. Solutions to Equations of Motion
Normalization. In situations involving only three waves, it is 
convenient to normalize the wave amplitudes so that the new coupling 
constants all have modulus equal to unity. This is done by putting
A0 = V W *
A1 -  V vo V %
A2 = W l )% •
This transformation results in the equations
( 22)
(d| ' CTo)A0 A 1A2
i(AK|-e0)
e
a l ,2/^1,2 A 0A2,
-i(AKÇ-01>2) (23)
More complicated are cases with more than one three-wave interaction.
An example is the system with two primary waves and D^, their
difference wave D^, and two satellites DQ and D^. The resonance conditions 
for this system are
log
 (
v0
)
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Figure 18. V q  v s . for the decay case, with u as a parameter,
is at the most unstable mode, which is a function of u. 
a = 5 X 10"5 .
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Figure 20. V. vs . Cl for the decay case, with u as a parameter.

32
Figure 22. v£. for the explosive case, with v as a parameter.
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0q vs. 0^ for the explosive case, with u as a parameter.Figure 23.
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V 1 for the explosive case, with u as a parameter.Figure 24.
35
Figure 25. 0 vs. fi1 for the explosive case, with u as a parameter.
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= n, + n .0 l 4
n = n + Ql 2 4
Q. = + Q .2 3 4
and the equations of motion are
i_ \ „  „ n n
d? ° o )D0 V01D 1D4 e
, \ * -i(AK Ç-9 ) i(AK Ç-6 )
■ V D 1 ■ V 10D0D4 6 +  V12D2D4 6
. \ * -i(4K ?-6 ) i(AK Ç-9 )
fe - ° l )  D2 * V21D 1D4 6 + V23D3D4 6
d \  *  " 1^ K3^“ e 32^
dç ’ a3) °3 " V32D2D4 6
d \  *  -K A IC ?-0 ) *  - i(A K § -0  )
.dç '  a 4 / ° 4  -  V40D0D1 e +  V41D1D2 e
* -i(AK 1-0 )
+ V42D2D3 6
The mismatch conditions are
(24)
(25a)
(25b)
(25c)
(25d)
(25e)
AKt = Re(K1) + Re(K4) - Re (KQ)
AK2 = Re(K2) + Re(K4) - ReG^) (26)
AK3 = Re(K3) + Re(K4) - Re(K£) .
In this five-wave system it is impossible to normalize the 
wave amplitudes so that all coupling constants are unity. An acceptable 
compromise is to set the coupling constants pertaining to one of the three- 
wave interactions (say, the primary interaction with , D2> and D4) to 
unity. The remaining coupling constants will usually turn out to be about 
the same order of magnitude .
37
Accordingly, we put
A0 ■ V V 10V40>'
*1 ’ D 1(V21V41>:
A2 = D2(V12V41>' (27)
A3 = D3(V23V42>'
A4 = V V12V21>
With the transformation (27), Eqs. (25) become
<L_ . CT ) A = !°1 ( V j o f  A A 1(iKl?'e01)
d? V  Ao v21 Vv12v41/ A1A4 e (28a)
/d_ „ \  4 / W  4 *  ,  . 4 K « 2? - e 12)
Vd? a l/ A 1 v^40v2i' A°A a 6 + *2*4 6 (28b)
d? ' ° l )A 2 A 1A 4 e
*  - i ( 4K2?-®21) . /V23V4 n % i(4 K 35 -e 23)
, A A. e 
V21V42y 3 4
(28c)
d_ \ A = ^32 /V23V42\^ * ”l (AK3^'032)
d§ " 3/ A 3 V 12 W 21V41J A2A4 6 (28d)
d_ V40V12^  . * -i (« ii-e 40)
° u ) A4 W v j  *0*1 e 41 10
+ A xA2 e
* -i(4K2?-e41) /v42v2 n % * -i(4K35-e42)
V V )  *2*3 6 41 23
(28e)
In addition, and if desired, § can be multiplied by a scaling factor so 
that a given wave amplitude is set to unity at § =0. For example, in
38
the five-wave system described ¿bove, one could let
A.
5 + 5 A i(0) V m
a AK.
°i ’ AKi " A,'(0) ' A, (0)
(29)
Numerical Solutions. We first give some solutions with real 
matrix elements. Raether and Tanaka analyzed this problem in considerable 
detail^ but did not include linear growth or damping. Their results 
will not be repeated here.
Figures 26-28 show three interactions that can occur. In Fig. 26 
= .985- ("-" denotes the unstable dispersion branch) is the most unstable 
mode, and .975- is another unstable wave. The strong oscillation of the 
wave amplitudes seen here is the decay instability. Figure 27 shows another 
decay instability, with the most unstable mode generating and interacting 
with its first harmonic on the unstable branch. The decay instability 
is weaker in this case because of the different boundary conditions; for 
maximum coupling, one needs AQ (0) >> A^O) >> A2<0). Figure 28 shows 
basically the same conditions as 15, except that the harmonic has been 
moved to the damped branch. This seemingly minor difference results in 
a drastic change in the solution. The singular solution caused by the 
interaction of waves on different branches is the explosive instability.
Figures 29-31 show the same interactions as in 26-28 with the 
real coupling constants replaced with the correct complex ones. The 
influence on the solutions is striking. The two interactions which 
previously were decay instabilities are now explosive.
In connection with the last two figures cited, the experimental 
reality is that it is impossible to have the fundamental excite a harmonic
lo
g 
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s2
)
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Figure 26. Decay interaction with three waves, real coupling constants.
is at the most unstable mode. (3^  and are unstable 
modes at lower frequencies, with Qq = + 0.^ •
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Figure 27. Decay interaction with two waves, real coupling constants.
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Figure 28. Explosive interaction with two waves, real coupling constants 
is at the most unstable mode. Qq is damped, with = 20^
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Figure 29. Same as Fig. 26, with complex coupling constants.
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Figure 30. Same as Fig. 27, with complex coupling constants.
Figure 31. Same as Fig. 28, with complex coupling constants.
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on whichever dispersion branch one chooses. It necessarily interacts 
with both branches simultaneously. A better approach, therefore, is to 
analyze a three-wave system with = 1.970-, = 1.970-1-, and
^2 = .985-, This system has two interlocking two-wave interactions with 
the resonance conditions
no ■
°1 " “ 2 •
(30)
Figure 32 shows the solution to this system with the boundary conditions
AQ(0) = A 1(0) = 0, A2(0) = 1.
The considerations of the preceding paragraph are carried a 
step further in the system of Fig. 33, where the two second harmonics 
(one on each branch) are added. The five waves now present are:
= 2.955-, = 2.955+, = 1.970-, = 1.970b, = .985-. 
There are six interlocking interactions, defined by their resonance 
conditions:
O = tin + n ,0 2 4
= 0 + n
n i = n2 + n 4 
°1 = n 3 + °4
°2 - “ 4
(31)
n 3 = 2n4 .
Lo
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e x i o - 1
Figure 32. Three-wave system with two interlocking two-wave interactions.
2^ is at the most unstable mode. and are unstable and
damped, respectively, with = 2Q^•
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We now turn from harmonic generation to a byproduct of three-
wave interactions where 0^ <<: ^ q , v*-z • t i^e creation of satellite
waves. The process is shown schematically in Fig. 34. This problem
(13)was analyzed by J. Chang and J. S. Chang for various combinations of 
energy signs, using real coupling constants and not including linear 
growth or decay. Some of their results are shown in Figs. 35-37. In all 
cases, the boundary conditions are A^(0) >> A^CO) > 0, A q (0) = A^(0) =
A^(0) = 0. Of special interest is Fig. 36, where the two secondary 
interactions, which are decay instabilities, stabilize the primary 
interaction, which is explosive.
Figures 38-40 show the same systems as in 35-37, but with the 
appropriate complex coupling constants used. No stabilization is seen, 
and all three systems look somewhat alike.
In contrast to the foregoing examples, Fig. 41 shows an inter­
action with complex coupling constants which does not explode. This 
three-wave interaction has O q = 1.00-, = .94-, = .06-, with
n 0 = Q l + n 2 ‘ (32)
This case is presented lest it be feared that all the singular solutions
with complex coupling constants point to some flaw in the theory.
(8)It is interesting to note that Jacksonv J and Wilhelmsson,
Stenflo, and Engelmann^^ have derived certain analytical criteria for 
predicting the boundedness of the wave amplitudes in two- and three-wave 
interactions. These criteria involve the parameters contained in the 
equations of motion and are listed below:
W
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Wave Frequency
Figure 34. Generation of satellite waves. The primary waves at Q^, >
and Q. satisfy the resonance condition 0. = 0o + Q.. Q. and 4 1 2  4 1
then interact with 0^ to produce waves at the satellite
frequencies = Q. + 0. and 0 = - Q.. Additional0 1 4 3 2 4
satellites, now shown, are produced at frequencies + nO^, 
with n = integer. The figure gives a rough idea of the 
relative wave intensity levels.
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Figure 35. Three-wave interaction with two satellites, real coupling 
constants. All waves are unstable, but linear growth is 
left out to show the nonlinear interactions more clearly.
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Figure 36. Three-wave interaction with two satellites, real coupling 
constants. is on the stable branch.
52
Figure 37. Three-wave interaction with two satellites, real coupling 
constants. Qq and are on the stable branch.
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Figure 38. Same as Fig. 35, with complex coupling constants.
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Figure 39. Same as Fig. 36, with complex coupling constants.
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Figure 40. Same as Fig. 37, with complex coupling constants.
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Figure 41. Non-exploding three-wave interaction with complex 
coupling constants'. Such interactions are hard to 
come by.
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1. ) Wilhelmsson et. al.: For an explosive instability
to occur, it is necessary that the phases 0^ of the 
coupling constants define complex vectors which all 
point in the same half-plane.
2. ) Jackson: If the three complex vectors T. do notJ
lie in the same half-plane, then the solutions are
unbounded, bounded, asymptotically tend to zero if all
H. > 0, h . = 0, k < 0, respectively.
J J J
3a.) Jackson: There are unbounded solutions if, for
some j, sin(0j - 0/) sin(0^ - 0 ") > 0,
(r - 2Hj ) Ak sin(0. - 0^') <  0 and T ^ 0, where 
r = Hq + + k £. (Three-wave interaction.)
3b.) Jackson: There are unbounded solutions if,
for some j , (T - 2h ^) Ak sin(0^ - 0^') < 0 and T ^ 0.
In all instances, our numerical results agree with the criteria stated 
above. These results are summarized in the following table.
58
Table 1
Inter­
action of 
Fig. #
Phase
Angles
Growth
Rates AK
Criteria
Satisfied
9o ei 02 a o ffi a2
14 180° 0° 0° 1170. 1130. 57.8 -200. 1.2
15 180° 0° .177 81.2 70.4 1.2
16 0° 0° -.392 271. 413. 1
17 125° -113° -79° 3730. 3530. 18.1 -623. 1.3a
18 Cn O o -177° .204 141. 122. 1.3b
19 -102° -177° —. — -.278 192. . . 292. 1
There Is a distinction here between "unbounded” and "explosive." 
A solution is unbounded if there does not exist a number M such that for
x ^ 0, E I Aj (x) 
is singular, i,e.
^ M < 00. An explosive solution, on the other hand,
*.(*) =J ” -
(33)
x^ - x 
00
The constant xœ is the explosion distance.
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IV. Summary
It has been shown that in a cold beam-plasma system, instability 
and damping are very strong and consequently have a profound e'ffect on the 
character of nonlinear wave-wave coupling. The wave-wave coupling constants 
have been computed, with the effects of complex 0) and k included, for various 
combinations of frequencies, beam density, collision frequency, and dispersion 
branches. Solutions to the equations of motion for the wave amplitudes have 
been obtained for several cases of experimental interest, including systems 
with interlocking three-wave interactions. These computations agree with 
analytic criteria on the boundedness of solutions.
There is a troublesome discrepancy between the results of 
this paper and experimental observations. There has never been convincing 
experimental evidence of an explosive instability. On the contrary, a 
growing wave is invariably seen to saturate, then decay. Two possible 
explanations for this discrepancy are as follows:
(1) We have neglected the contribution of wave-particle interactions.
If the trapping potential of the beam electrons is smaller than 
the potential at which wave-wave interactions become important, 
the system would be dominated by the wave-particle interactions.
(2) In an actual beam-plasma system, the beam may be warm enough 
to be resonant with waves at frequencies much greater than 
Uip. The damping resulting from such a resonant interaction 
might be sufficient to stabilize an explosive instability, e.g. 
that associated with the interaction between the most unstable 
mode and its harmonics.
The latter possibility is being investigated and will be 
discussed in a forthcoming report.
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